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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�   یF.B"36 $1 7GB(؟، بAB$آ? إی(ه( ا<=(ت;ی!إ%678"5 ه23 1$ �$ع ا/#.-(�(ت وا%$*()' ا%"$#"! : أ�

  
 وب(/W، !W)X(%$ا3V(ت ب.Q$ن آL"Uة.  بQ$ن ه;ا ا%S' ی7GB #$اد ب.Q$ن O،!3BKر=!K LM' ب(%JHإحG( بH( إ�( : ه3!

ZًU# ن$Q.اد  ب$H%ا  )F�إ[S-%ر، اLQ..ب ZU# ت)"X)یL%ا ،[Sح \Hث ،[Sت_^ ح ، )G` ن$Qب a%إ !W)X/)ب 
-ّc� ن)d` !"W)Xإ [Sح ;M$� زمZW !c3! و6$یBK )G` ن$Q.اد ب$H%ن ا)d` !"W)Xإ [Sا<ح g-� h ;M$�و !ci=

  . ب.Q$ن �F()"!إd`  78%(ن �k% lFm#.-(�(ت ا%$زاری! ،و*()' `d(ن �.LHس أآac` LU ا/#.-(�(ت
  

� ه_( B"36! ا%$*()' ا%"$#"! %H( ا%HcBH! ب.Q"AB? و*()' 71 ا%$*()' و#\ وی\ ،6"5 ی( هn"c"."Q-# !3: أ�
   آrL"3 و*(ی' وq آ"'؟ ی7GB هg هp7 أو ه7،ب.o.(ره(

  
 ، �- ،Lt�Lsأ، #L` ZUب ،7�g- تH(ری\ ا%Oرس ا%OmیO،ب.G"AB( إی(ه\ ب.Q$ن #G` ZU( ری(X"(تإ%78 %$*()' ا: ه3!

g-� ن)d` وريLX 71ن إ$Qب L"t-.%ا $�>ZًU# !ci=ن، اLH.� ن)d` !"Vر)M !ci=ا )G"AB.رس ، بO%إ%78  ا r)�;Mا
2"c` g-� .Lt-� زمq 7بLB%ا ZU# $�إ qإ !W)X/)ی\،بO%ا ، Lt-� رسO%اOیOm%رس ، اO%أ اLs�  78%ن إ)d` r)�;Mأ

!"()mW (ت�7 إ#.-(W ن$Qار بL#$ ا�ا <$XLب Lt-.� .  
  

�   1$ اآLU أ71 بm;بOHc% vر=!؟،6"5 ی( ه3! 1$ أآLU إ71 ب.-3"2 ب(%OHر=!: أ�
  

 بLoGج ،d` Z(ن `Lب7 وه"ZU# v ب.Q$ن #ZU#  ،U ا%LBبG` 7W 7( #(دة إ=FH( ا%ZU# 7W،OsG #$اد بF"W ^.H._G\: ه3!
 LUل أآ)m# ن$Q3W ی(ءl"z%ی(ت وا)X)یL%ل ا)m# \#$�إ!HcBH%رك #^ ا)d� ،v"ش وه)sG%ي .  اl"cm�>ا !Sى حLMوأ

L"~Gن ب> r$cح .  
  

�  6"5 1$ أآLU إ71 ب.LQه"2 ب(%OHر=!؟: أ�
  

Q$ن آL"Uة ویZU# 7GB حS] حS] ا%Lی(X"(ت وا%l"zی(ء <�F( ب.إG` 78%( أآLU إ71 بLQGه$ا ب(%OHر=! : ه3!
[Sح Ld` رLQ..ت ب)"X)یL%ا،gH7 بGBی Oاح$%)W ، 3!وBK )F�إ qإ !W)X/)7 #\ ،بGBی L"~ب-5 ی Oاح$%)W 

  .ا%Lی(X"(ت وا%l"zی(ء ویLoج #\ V$ه\
  

�  6"5 1$ أآLU إ71 یOV \# 7GBیO تHcB."2 وبH# as.^ وح3".2 آL"U ی7W 7GB ا%OHر=!؟: ا�
  

#Lmد . G= LM! وب.Q$ن ه;ول آg إ#.-(�(ت ا%"$#"!7F"V$J ی7GB ب.Q$ن OVی> O�F( ب.Q$ن  ه(ي K' ا%.`G(: ه3!
k% L"t-7 ا%$زاريت()FG%ن ا)-.#، ^# !S-%)ي بl"cm�/)ب n�)G.Gب )�> !B.# LUي اآl"cm�/ا )G` ر)K ZU# ن)QW 

v"وه !HcBH%ا. ا$XLت ب)"X)یL%)أ1"(ء ب ZU#ة،وOیOV ��)ت آ)`$X$# ، !3BK �K  71ه( وإ)GHcB( ت�إ $cح �ب
)G` ر)K OیOV .  

  
�  6"5 1$ أ5BK إ71 تOV \# 2".HcBیO؟: ا�

  
 �Wول #Lة بgMOG بF(ي ا%H$ا)QW ^"X�� 3BK! ، بZU# )Gdc آLFب(ء وأ1"(ء ه(ي،أ5BK إ71 تGHcB( ب(%l"zی(ء: ه23

Gب �  .  ت(ول ی 7GB�z.(دى ه;r ا%BS$ب(-`G"c( وواGFV( ی7GB ح.BK a$ب! ب(/#.-(�(ت ب
  
 



English translation: 

  
Anas:  Okay, Heba, what kinds of exams and homework do teachers give you? What is it 
like? 
 
Heba:  Because we’re the last class in school, our subjects are difficult. There is a lot of 
homework, and the subjects are also … the classes, for example: math is eight or nine 
classes; in addition to the extra classes we have, our subjects are difficult and we have to 
take extra classes to keep up with the questions, and we do more homework so we have 
extra practice so we’re prepared for the Ministry exams, which are final exams.   
 
Anas:  Okay, Heba, you still haven’t told me about what homework is like. When the 
teacher gives you homework, what is it like? How does she choose it? Is it a lot of 
homework? How is it? 
 
Heba:  The homework they give us is … for example, for math we have to solve new 
problems. For Arabic we have to prepare for class, because preparation is required so we 
can answer questions. She (the teacher) gives us questions so we can practice on the 
lessons we’ve had. We also have to, for example, prepare for Arabic, and prepare for 
religion, because sometimes we have surprise exams.   
 
Anas:  Okay, Heba, what do you like most about school? What pleases you most about 
school? 
 
Heba:  There are some subjects we have fun in. For example, in Arabic we have “Al- 
Naqd” which is fun because it’s Arabic, and we’re not doing things like math and 
physics.  There are more chances for us to participate in class and to debate with the 
professor and things like that. English is also fun, because it’s a change.   
 
Anas:  What do you hate most about school?   
 
Heba:  We have … the thing I hate most about school is my math and physics classes, 
because they are intense and … for example, we have ten math classes a week, and they 
get boring and they’re also difficult. People need a change from math and physics.   
 
Anas:  Okay, what was the most fun thing you did at school? 
 
Heba:  Because we’re in Tawjihi1 and it’s our last year, we spend most of our time 
studying for our daily tests in preparation for the final ministry test. So now English is 
more fun, because we have discussions in English in class with the teacher. And some 
things in math – it’s true that they’re difficult, but it’s nice that we’ve learned them now 
and gone on to new things.   
 
Anas:  What’s the hardest new thing you learned? 

                                                 
1 Tawjihi refers to the final examination at the end of secondary school. Students also refer to the final year 
of secondary school as being in Tawjihi.  



 
Heba:  The hardest thing we learned was in physics. We started electronics and things 
like that, and it was the first time we’d been exposed to anything like that. It was hard for 
us. We even had trouble with the exams but we try to get over it.   
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